
Forever Multi-Trans Hard Surface Transfer Paper

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEST RESULTS: 

NOTE: Each substrate will have a slightly different technique. Refer to the applicable section below 

1. Place transfer sheet into the appropriate tray of the iColorⓇ printer, print side up or down
depending on your model (the coated unmarked side is the print side)

2. In the iColorⓇ TransferRIP or ProRIp Software, configure for white overprinting. Be sure to
select the page size of ‘Letter’ before importing your image. A white spot coverage (white
overprint) of 400% with a 1 - 2 device pixel underfilling is suggested for best results.

3. Paper type should be ‘Labels 2’ (for images with heavier toner coverage, select an ‘Ultra Heavy’
setting) if printing from the iColorⓇ 500 / 600 and ‘Coated Glossy’ if printing from the iColorⓇ
550. Page size should be ‘Letter’.

⚠ Remember to set the job to mirror print to ensure it looks correct when transferred to
the front of the substrate
TIP: For clear acrylics, you can also transfer to the back of the substrate - Do not mirror
print and use white underprint.

4. Print the image

5. Set the temperature of the heat press to 300℉  / 150℃

6. When using a heat press: Place a piece of kraft paper on the lower plate. Align the printed image
to the substrate and lay flat on the press, with the Forever Multi-Trans Hard Surface Transfer
Paper on top. You can tape the hard surface paper to the lower kraft paper for additional stability.
Cover with a silicone  pad (.5mm - 1mm is suggested for best results).

For mug presses: simply choose the appropriate sized sleeve, tape the transfer onto the mug with
heat resistant tape (image facing the mug), insert the mug and press accordingly.

7. For most applications, press at 300℉ / 150℃ with medium high pressure. The duration of the
press depends on the substrate used. Refer to the matrix below for specific press times and
peeling methods.

8. For hot peels, peel immediately after opening the press. For warm peels, do not wait longer than
30 seconds, otherwise the paper will begin to lift prematurely. Do not peel too early either,
otherwise the polymer from the paper may not lift away.
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Surface Time Temp Press pressure Peeling Notes 

Acrylic 60 - 120 sec 
(depending 

on thickness) 

300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Warm Place heavy object on top while on the 
press for 20s to prevent warping. 
Remove, then peel. 

Aluminum Bottle 200 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cool Wait 1min, then place substrate in warm 
water for 2 mins before peeling 

Anodized Metal 90 sec 330℉ 
165℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cool For any white or light colored uncoated 
metals including brass, silver, gold 

DynaSub / Unisub 
Metal 

180 sec 330℉ 
165℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cool For any white or light colored poly coated 
metals including silver and gold 

Stainless Steel 
Bottle  

100 sec 360℉ 
182℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cool Wait 1 min, then place substrate in warm 
water for 2 mins before peeling. Bake in 
convection oven at 360℉ / 182℃ for 20 
mins for increased durability. Handwash 

Glass / Crystal 60 - 180 sec 
(depending 

on thickness) 

300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Warm Warm peel. Bake in convection oven at 
360℉ / 182℃ for 20 min. Handwash 

Ceramic  
(mugs & tile) 

180 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cold Wait 1 min, then place substrate in warm 
water for 2 mins before peeling. Bake in 
convection oven at 360℉ / 182℃ for 20 
mins for increased durability. Handwash. 

Metal & Steel 180 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Cold Place substrate in cold water for 1 - 2 
mins before peeling 

MDF / Simulated 
Wood 

60 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Hot 

Magnetic Sheeting 60 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

9 (High) Cool 

Wood 60 sec 300℉ 
150℃ 

8 (Medium - High) Hot Make sure paper is larger than substrate 
for a more uniform application. 
Immediately pull once press is opened. 

FOR TIPS AND TECHNIQUES VISIT:
www.garmentprinterink.com/pages/transfer-media-tech-tips 
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